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In Deon Meyer's Thirteen Hours, which won the Barry Award for Best Thriller in 2011, Cape Town
homicide detective Bennie Griessel struggled to solve the murder of an American girl, find her missing
friend, and avoid drinking again, all in a single day.

In Seven Days, Griessel is given another nearly impossible task. Two police officers have been shot, and the
department has received emails from the shooter alleging corruption and a cover up in a cold case. The
shooter quotes scripture and threatens more violence until the cold case is solved.

The case in question is the murder of Hanneke Sloet, an ambitious lawyer stabbed to death in her luxury
apartment. There's no apparent motive, no leads, and no promising forensic evidence. There's no sign of a
struggle either; the front door to Sloet's apartment was not damaged, so Griessel is sure she either knew the
killer, or the killer had a key. All in all, the original inspector seems to have done a thorough job, only to
come up empty.

The one piece of evidence that Griessel finds promising is a set of provocative professional photos of herself
that Sloet kept in her apartment. Perhaps jealous rage was the motive? Sloet's ex-boyfriend, who works at a
vineyard making barrels, had the strength, the connection, and the access to the right type of blade, but he
has an alibi that checks out.

And then, another cop is shot.

Pressure ramps up on Griessel, and on his feisty colleague, Captain Mbali Kaleni, who is hunting the shooter,
trying desperately to find a connection to Sloet as the number of injured rise. The emails keep coming, and
the shooter reaches out to the media. And then, as if Griessel's life isn't complicated enough, his girlfriend
Alexa Bernard, a singer who was in Thirteen Hours, falls off the wagon herself thanks to the pressure of a
big comeback concert.

Seven Days is another fantastic novel from Deon Meyer, one of international crime fiction's stars. He has
won major awards and is gaining new fans here, as his Barry Award and successful tour for Thirteen Hours
can attest. Seven Days is a completely gripping read, a brilliant amalgam of thriller and mystery.
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From reader reviews:

Johnny Allen:

Reading a book for being new life style in this year; every people loves to examine a book. When you learn a
book you can get a lot of benefit. When you read publications, you can improve your knowledge, since book
has a lot of information on it. The information that you will get depend on what forms of book that you have
read. If you want to get information about your examine, you can read education books, but if you act like
you want to entertain yourself you can read a fiction books, this sort of us novel, comics, as well as soon.
The Seven Days offer you a new experience in studying a book.

David Nester:

Is it a person who having spare time after that spend it whole day by simply watching television programs or
just telling lies on the bed? Do you need something totally new? This Seven Days can be the respond to, oh
how comes? A book you know. You are therefore out of date, spending your extra time by reading in this
brand new era is common not a geek activity. So what these guides have than the others?

Amos Curley:

As we know that book is very important thing to add our expertise for everything. By a publication we can
know everything we want. A book is a list of written, printed, illustrated or maybe blank sheet. Every year
has been exactly added. This book Seven Days was filled about science. Spend your free time to add your
knowledge about your technology competence. Some people has various feel when they reading any book. If
you know how big benefit of a book, you can truly feel enjoy to read a e-book. In the modern era like now,
many ways to get book you wanted.

Doris Cobb:

As a college student exactly feel bored to reading. If their teacher inquired them to go to the library or to
make summary for some reserve, they are complained. Just small students that has reading's heart and soul or
real their leisure activity. They just do what the trainer want, like asked to go to the library. They go to there
but nothing reading critically. Any students feel that examining is not important, boring in addition to can't
see colorful pictures on there. Yeah, it is to be complicated. Book is very important for you. As we know that
on this age, many ways to get whatever we want. Likewise word says, many ways to reach Chinese's
country. Therefore , this Seven Days can make you truly feel more interested to read.
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